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Summary:  
Elaborating on his earlier cable and responding to the general issues raised by the Department’s 9 March message, science attaché Hudson questioned Lauren Gray’s evaluation of Sethna, suggesting that by combining “guile” and “technical proficiency,” the latter could easily have “easily misled” the Canadian. Based on consultations with a variety of Canadian insiders with knowledge of and experience with the Indian nuclear program, the Embassy saw no technical or fiscal barriers to an Indian test. Moreover, any pressure on India not to test would increase the “likelihood” of that happening.
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SUBJ: INDIAN NUCLEAR INTENTIONS ON SOUTH ASIA SITUATION

REF: STATE 040375 AND 0338431 AND OTTAWA 0391.

I. OTTAWA REFTEL ADDRESSED ITSELF TO SPECIFIC REQUEST CONTAINED IN STATE 033843 AND NOT TO MORE GENERAL ISSUES RAISED BY FIRST DEPT REFTEL. IN CONTEXT OF WIDER INTEREST FOLLOWING SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION MAY BE USEFUL:

(A) RE VALUE GRAY'S VIEWS ON INDIAN SITUATION, IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND THAT ALTHOUGH GRAY HAS CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS WITH INFLUENTIAL INDIANS HE IS NOT ALWAYS THE BEST JUDGE OF PEOPLE ON A PERSONAL BASIS, ESPECIALLY WHEN TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY IS COMBINED WITH GUILE. GRAY'S OUTSPoken FRANKNESS CAN IN FACT OFTEN COVER HIS OWN LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN THESE MATTERS. HE COULD IN SCIATT'S OPINION BE EASILY MISLED BY SETHNA BOTH OF WHOM SCIATT HAS KNOWN FOR OVER TEN YEARS. IN SHORT, NO EVALUATION WOULD BE COMPLETE WITHOUT GRAY'S VIEWS BUT NONE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED COMPLETE IF HIS VIEWS ALONE CONSTITUTED ITS MAJOR BASIS.

(B) PROBABLY THE BEST SINGLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION WITHIN GOC ON THE PRECISE TECHNICAL CAPABILITY OF INDIANS IS CONTROL BOARD EXPERTS (AECB) WHO HAVE ACCESS TO LARGEST
AMOUNT OF INFORMATION ON INDIAN CAPABILITIES FROM ALL GOC SOURCES. FURTHER AECB GROUP HAS WITHIN IT SEASONED FORMER INTELLIGENCE HANDBS WHO ARE COMPETENT AND SKILLED IN SIFTING TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR ITS IMPLICATIONS.

(C) ANOTHER INVULABLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION ON INDIAN CAPABILITIES IS TO BE FOUND IN THE CANADIAN ENGINEERS WHO HAVE WORKED IN INDIA ON THEIR PROGRAMS FOR PERIODS OF A YEAR OR MORE. BOTH AECB AND SCIATT HAVE FOUND THAT EVEN THOUGH LACKIN FORMAL WEAPONS EXPERIENCE THESE PEOPLE ARE MORE OFEN THAN NOT ENOUGH AWARE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF WEAPONRY TO BE VALUABLE AND RELIABLE OBSERVERS.

2. BASED ON EXTENSIVE CONVERSATIONS WITH GRAY AND SOURCES IN CATEGORIES (B) AND (C) ABOVE, IT IS SCIATT'S PERSONAL VIEW, SHARED BY AECB, THAT TECHNICAL FACTORS WOULD EXERT ALMOST NO LIMITING EFFECT IF INDIA SHOULD OPT FOR A PNIE PROGRAM OR EVEN A WEAPON. IT Follows THAT SUCH LIMITS AS MAY EXIST ARE PROBABLY LARGELY POLITICAL IN NATURE. THE COSTS STARTING FROM INDIA'S PRESENT TECHNOLOGICAL BASE WOULD CERTAINLY NOT BE PROHIBITIVE, HOWEVER MUCH THEY MIGHT IMPINGE ON DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES.

In response to State 040378, Para 5, therefore, it would appear that any action which would alleviate pressures on India will tend to minimize the likelihood of India "going nuclear" while any increase in pressure will increase that likelihood. This view is shared in external at least up to ward- proper level. As requested, the Embassy will keep this subject under active observation and promptly report any new developments or GOC thoughts.
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